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ABSTRACT

In an undergraduate introductory biology laboratory course, we used a summative assessment to directly test the learning objective that students will be able to apply course material to increasingly novel and complex situations. Using a factorial framework, we developed multiple true–false questions to fall along axes of novelty and complexity, which resulted in four categories of questions: familiar content and low complexity (category A); novel content and low complexity (category B); familiar content and high complexity (category C); and novel content and high complexity (category D). On average, students scored more than 70% on all questions, indicating that the course largely met this learning objective. However, students scored highest on questions in category A, likely because they were most similar to course content, and lowest on questions in categories C and D. While we anticipated students would score equally on questions for which either novelty or complexity was altered (but not both), we observed that student scores in category C were lower than in category B. Furthermore, students performed equally poorly on all questions for which complexity was higher (categories C and D), even those containing familiar content, suggesting that application of course material to increasingly complex situations is particularly challenging to students.

INTRODUCTION

Postsecondary introductory biology courses commonly seek to teach application of analytical techniques in addition to requisite content knowledge. Typically, students are also expected to be able to apply knowledge gained in introductory courses in upper-division electives or in laboratory settings. Introductory biology courses thus carry the responsibility of not only teaching students course material, but also emphasizing the acquisition of knowledge in a way that allows students to directly apply that knowledge in research contexts (Mintzes and Wandersee, 1997; Michael, 2001), thus preparing them for the diversity of next steps in their academic careers (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 2011). For students, successful application of skills in different contexts requires the application of analytical techniques across disciplinary boundaries, in novel biological systems, and in increasingly complex situations.

Application of course content in diverse contexts, however, may pose challenges for students. There is substantial evidence that learners experience difficulty solving problems that involve deviation from procedures on which they have been trained (Reed et al., 1985; Ross, 1987, 1989; Novick and Holyoak, 1991; Catrambone, 1994, 1995, 1996). Novel problem solving requires departure from routine conceptual tasks and significant cognitive searching (Newell, 1980; Anderson, 1993), which imposes cognitive demands on students. Successful transfer of learning to novel or more complex problems depends on the degree and type of existing knowledge and the instructional...
design context in which the problems are presented (Reed and Saavedra, 1986; Barnett and Ceci, 2002). Further, novel and complex material may impose a high cognitive load (total amount of mental effort being used in working memory) for students when they encounter such situations (Sweller, 1988; Sweller and Chandler, 1991, 1994; Van Merriënoor and Sweller, 2005), which may influence their ability to successfully complete problems.

If the ability to apply course content in diverse ways is a central goal in introductory biology, and likely an implicit learning objective in many introductory biology courses, two related questions that arise are as follows: 1) How can we determine whether the ability to apply course content is achieved in introductory biology courses? 2) In what specific ways is application of course content most challenging for students? The answers to these questions can help guide course development in biology to meet the needs of a student body with an increasingly diverse set of academic and career paths.

Assessments can provide a means of investigating the questions posed above. Through alignment of course activities, assessments can be created to test student performance on achieving course learning objectives (Boud and Falchikov, 2006; Handelsman et al., 2007). One successful assessment technique that can directly address the application of course content in diverse contexts is interleaved questioning, in which students are tasked to apply a similar concept to a variety of different situations (Rohrer, 2012). A second approach is a scaffolded approach, in which question complexity is increased as students gain confidence with basic concepts. This technique was originally developed using mentor and peer interactions to provide feedback and support during more complex learning tasks (King et al., 1997), but it has recently been explored in software-based learning environments (Reiser, 2004) and can be adapted to summative assessments. In both of these approaches, students are required to apply learned course content to different situations, either using lateral, interleaved designs or incremental, scaffolded designs.

In this study, we focused on an introductory biology laboratory course and assessed the ability of students to apply course content in diverse ways. This introductory course was designed to 1) expose students to realistic scientific questions where they design hypothesis-based experiments, choose appropriate statistical test(s), analyze data and interpret results; 2) fill students’ scientific “toolbox” by demonstrating mastery of modern lab techniques and scientific methods that will be applied across biological systems and scales; 3) teach students how to think through a scientific process with their research group while acquiring conceptual knowledge and understanding the benefits and challenges of collaborative work; 4) teach students how to find relevant scientific information using appropriate library tools and how to communicate effectively using both written and oral formats; and 5) guide students as they apply course material to increasingly novel and complex situations. In this study, we examine the success of the course in meeting goal 5, which was also a student learning objective (students will be able to apply course material to novel and complex situations), using a factorial approach containing interleaved and scaffolded questions within a summative assessment. Specifically, we designed questions that increased novelty, complexity, or both (compared with material taught in the course) and compared scores to questions that did neither (Figure 1). We defined novelty as a conceptual scenario not directly encountered by students in the course (e.g., a different organism or biological system), and we defined complexity as an increase in the number of variables presented in a problem (e.g., two response variables presented compared with one).

We predicted that student performance would be highest for questions with familiar content and complexity (category A), and lowest for questions with higher complexity and novel content (category D). We also predicted that student performance would be reduced equally (and to an intermediate degree) in contexts in which students were faced with either novel (category B) or more complex (category C) questions.

**METHODS**

**Course Description**

Questions were administered to students in a semester-long introductory biology laboratory course for biology majors, called Investigative Biology (BioG1500), at Cornell University. BioG1500 includes one 55-minute lecture and one 3-hour laboratory period per week. The course typically enrolls 350–400 students per semester (24 lab sections of 15–18 students each) and is taught in both Spring and Fall semesters. The course was co-taught by the same two instructors for the three consecutive semesters of data used in this study. The course is run in a modular format focusing on content areas of 1) selection and antibiotic resistance in bacteria; 2) freshwater ecology and nutrient limitation in phytoplankton; and 3) human microsatellite DNA. Active-learning techniques such as case studies, clicker questions, problem sequences, and think–pair–share exercises are used throughout lectures. The lab portion of the course focuses on hands-on experiments, lab skills, statistical reasoning, data interpretation, and exposure to the process of science, from hypothesis development to paper/poster production. (See http://investigativebiology.cornell.edu for additional course information.)
Assessment Development and Validation

To test students’ ability to apply conceptual and analytical knowledge taught in the course to 1) novel and 2) increasingly complex situations, we created questions organized along these two axes that followed a factorial design (Figure 1). Questions were developed to fit into four categories: questions that contained familiar content and lower complexity (A), questions that contained unfamiliar content and lower complexity (B), questions that contained familiar content and higher complexity (C), and questions that contained unfamiliar content and higher complexity (D). Please refer to the Supplemental Material for examples of all questions administered. To develop questions along the novelty axis, we used a novel conceptual version of a familiar type of figure or data table in the questions. To develop questions along the complexity axis, we increased the number of variables in a figure or data table by one in the questions (e.g., three variables in a C question compared with two variables in an A question) (see Van der Meij and de Jong, 2006).

All questions were in the multiple true–false format, which required students to evaluate individual statements and provided an additional layer of assessment compared with standard, one-answer multiple-choice questions. Questions were organized such that, for each category (A–D), students encountered a figure or a table containing data to interpret, a question stem, and eight true–false statements. Question stems and associated true–false statements were changed to meet the criteria for categories A–D. We created two complete sets of questions (two sets of eight multiple true–false statements per category) for two reasons: first, to reduce the chance that a single group of questions or particular premise would influence performance in a category, and second, to ensure mixing of questions among the 24 laboratory sections of the course. All students received two question stems from one set (categories A and B) and two question stems from the other set (categories C and D), so learning occurring within question sets did not play a role in student responses. To ensure that all students were assessed on similar course content, we were careful to include types of true–false statements across the question sets that addressed a similar range of concepts, such as data interpretation, understanding of statistical analyses presented in R outputs, and inference of evolutionary processes.

For validation of the four categories in which questions were developed to fit, copies of the questions were given to current graduate and undergraduate teaching assistants (TAs) for the course (n = 20), who were charged to identify the category (A–D) in which each question belonged. The TAs were not given any information about the question categories before this procedure, allowing us to objectively assess fit in each of the categories. We used current TAs for this exercise, because their relative placement in the categories required conceptual knowledge of course material similar to the other questions on the practical exam. Students selected each of the four question groups in no particular order and at the time of their choosing during the practical exam. Students answered the questions individually at their desks by filling in their answers for all 32 questions on an Scantron (Eagan, MN) sheet. Questions were administered in three semesters for a total of 1139 participants. For each student, the number of questions scored correct out of eight for each category was calculated, and this number was used as a continuous response variable in subsequent analyses.

Data Analysis

A discrimination analysis was used to determine the relative strength of questions in their ability to discriminate between higher- and lower-performing students on the final practical exam. We used the following formula (see Wood, 1960; Ebel and Frisbie, 1986; Wiersma and Jurs, 1990; Ding and Biechmer, 2009) to calculate the discrimination index (DI) value for each question:

\[ DI = \frac{U_p - L_p}{N} \]

Students were ranked based on their practical exam grades and were subcategorized into an upper group representing the highest 30% of scores and a lower group representing the lowest 30% of scores. For each question, \( U_p \) represents the number of students in the upper group who answered the question correctly, \( L_p \) represents the number of students in the lower group who answered the question correctly, and \( N \) represents the total number of students in the upper group. Values of DI for individual questions thus range from −1, indicating that all students in the lower group answered the question correctly, to +1, indicating that all students in the upper group answered the question correctly. In general, using this metric, the higher the DI value, the greater the ability of the question to discriminate among higher- and lower-performing students.

The resulting DI values were used in conjunction with ease index values (proportion of students answering a particular question correctly) to identify any questions that needed to be eliminated because students may have been getting them wrong for the wrong reasons. In particular, questions with DI values below zero and ease index values below 50 were heavily scrutinized. This combination indicated 50% or fewer students answered the question correctly, and among those, more students in the lower-performing group answered the question correctly than did students in the upper-performing group. We conducted this quality-control analysis in the semester before the three presented here to determine whether all questions met the desired criteria. Several questions were subsequently altered for clarity or content before testing in the three semesters used in this study, and all questions for which data are presented met the desired quality criteria.

We used a mixed-effects model to examine the ability of students to answer questions in the four categories (A–D) that were organized along the two axes: novelty and complexity.
The main effects in the model included novelty, complexity, question set (1 or 2), and semester. The interaction between novelty and complexity was also included in the model, and student nested in section was included as a random effect. All analyses were performed using the open-source platform R (R Core Team, 2015) and used the statistical cutoff of $\alpha = 0.05$.

RESULTS

DI values did not differ across categories (A–D), question sets (1, 2), or semesters (Spring 2014, S14; Fall 2014, F14; and Spring 2015, S15). When data from all semesters were combined, mean (± SD) DI values for question categories A, B, C and D were 0.13 (± 0.11), 0.16 (± 0.10), 0.15 (± 0.09), and 0.12 (± 0.07), respectively (Figure 2).

On average, students scored above 70% on all questions, but scores differed across categories. Students correctly answered 78% of questions in category A, scores were reduced by 7.5% in category B, and by 8% in categories C and D (Figure 3). Across the three semesters analyzed, there was a positive relationship between scores on multiple true–false questions administered in the exam (32 points total) and scores on the entire exam (Supplemental Figure S1).

The mixed-effects model revealed that complexity and the interaction between novelty and complexity (novelty × complexity) were both significant predictors of student scores on questions (Table 1). When the interaction between novelty and complexity was analyzed in more detail, it was apparent that complexity was a greater determinant of student performance when students encountered familiar (nonnovel) questions versus unfamiliar (novel) questions. Scores on low-complexity questions were 8% higher than high-complexity questions when the subject matter was familiar, but only 3% higher when the subject matter was novel (Figure 4A). In contrast, scores on questions with familiar subject matter were 7.5% higher compared with novel subject matter (Figure 4B). Therefore, novelty did not influence student performance when complexity was high, but did when complexity was low.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we used a summative assessment to examine students’ ability to apply material learned in an introductory biology course to increasingly novel and more complex situations. In support of our first prediction, students scored highest on questions with familiar content and complexity (category A). As predicted, students scored lowest on questions with higher complexity and novel content (category D), but they also scored equivalently low on questions with higher complexity and familiar content (category C). Our second prediction, that students would be challenged equally by questions of higher complexity and novelty (categories B and C), was not supported. Instead, we found that progressing to a higher complexity

---

**TABLE 1.** Mixed-effects model to explain the drivers of student scores on multiple true–false questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effect</th>
<th>Parameter value</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p\textsuperscript{b}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novelty</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>11.74</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semester</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>0.305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question set</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.0089</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty × complexity</td>
<td>−0.058</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
<td>−6.147</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Novelty, complexity, their interaction (novelty × complexity), semester, and question set were included as fixed effects, and student nested within lab section was included as a random effect.

\textsuperscript{b}Values in bold indicate significant effects ($p < 0.05$).
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increasingly sophisticated statistical techniques to data sets and to develop proficiency in writing and interpreting increasingly complicated code in R (R Core Team, 2015). However, it is possible that the emphasis on developing proficiency with increasingly complex situations was too limited, both in scope and time allocation, to develop proficiencies in application of these skills.

While this study was the first to directly test the effects of novelty and complexity in a biology course, reduced student performance on novel and more complex tasks has been reported in linguistics and physical sciences. Novelty has been shown to reduce performance at second language comprehension (Schmidt-Rinehart, 1994), but only in the case of listening (not reading). However, exposure to novel conceptual tasks within a similar level of complexity in an interleaved design has been shown to increase students’ ability to apply knowledge in conceptually related contexts (Rohrer, 2012). Increased complexity has been shown to influence student performance in a simulation-based physics learning environment, but its effect depended on how concepts were represented in simulations (Van der Meij and de Jong, 2006). These contrasting results demonstrate the need for factorial designs such as the one applied in this study that address novel and complex situations compared with a course-based control group (category A in our study).

One surprising outcome of this study was the strong effect of question complexity on student performance. Students did not perform equally on questions for which either novelty or complexity was altered, and scores on assessments were influenced by the complexity level of the question rather than the novelty of the subject matter. At the high-complexity level, scores were equally reduced compared with scores on questions in category A, even when subject matter was familiar. We also discovered that, while complexity of subject matter influenced student scores regardless of novelty, novelty of subject matter only mattered for lower-complexity questions. This suggests students were challenged by increases in complexity across the board but were only differentially challenged by novel situations when questions were simpler. In contrast to these results, in a physics course exam, Van der Meij and de Jong (2006) discovered differences in student scores between treatments (different types of representations of questions) and student perception of differences in difficulty only when question complexity was high. One difference between this study and the present study was that four scaffolded levels were used by Van der Meij and de Jong (2006) compared with two levels used here (e.g., A versus C questions). These contrasting results may therefore relate to the number of scaffolded levels used in the questioning scheme or the familiarity of scaffolded assessments to students in a given course.

Challenges associated with increasingly complex tasks in assessments are likely related to their degree of complexity compared with the degree of complexity in material encountered by students during a course (Catrambone, 1998). Corrigent et al. (2005) showed that the relationship between performance on questions and task complexity is negative but

![Interaction plots for the effect of complexity on scores for questions that differed in novelty (A), and the effect of novelty on scores for questions that differed in complexity (B). Points indicate the mean values (n = 1139) in each of the categories, and changes in slope of the connecting lines indicate the strength of interaction between the factors.](Image)
nonlinear, and a sharp decline in performance occurs after a threshold of complexity level. Also, the manner in which complex examples are presented and practiced by students may influence student performance on summative assessments. For example, breaking down complex problems into modular units before solving problems has been shown to facilitate successful problem solving for students compared with less structured approaches (Gerjets et al. 2004). Finally, student perception of the complexity of a task can also influence performance on a question. When questions are perceived to be more complex, they are more frequently answered incorrectly than those perceived to be simpler (Lee, 2004). We did not directly assess student perception of difficulty in the questions administered in this study, though combining quantitative and qualitative feedback in future work would give insight into how perceived difficulty influences student scores, as well as what components of questions led students to perceive them as more or less difficult.

Further, considering student perception of difficulty level of questions on a numerical scale would provide an additional variable to potentially explain levels of correctness within and between question categories.

One possible explanation for the negative effect of complexity on student scores is that students may require additional learning strategies before they are prepared to accomplish higher-complexity cognitive tasks. In a psychology course, De Koning et al. (2007) found that visual cuing was essential in meeting learning outcomes using animations of high complexity. This suggests that forms of priming, particularly using the same sensory format, may enhance student ability to apply concepts of familiar complexity to higher-complexity tasks. In this study, we investigated two different types of cognitive tasks: those that were incremental (increasing complexity) and those that were lateral (increasing novelty). It is possible that each of these tasks required different learning strategies and course work succeeded more at developing the lateral framework compared with the incremental one.

Several considerations must be taken into account regarding the level of inference that can be drawn from the current study. First, while course material did include novel (more prominently) and more complex (less prominently) situations for students to grapple with, the majority of assessment techniques experienced by students throughout the semester related directly to course material and contained familiar content and complexity levels. For this reason, it is likely that the familiar and lower-complexity questions in category A were most similar to what they had experienced during the course compared with questions in the other categories. The relatively high performance on category A questions was probably partly due to cognitive mechanisms related to repetition and recall (Roediger and Karpicke, 2006).

Second, the question validation method used, including current course TAs, resulted in variable placement of questions into categories. While 74% of TAs correctly placed questions into category A, only 53% correctly placed the questions into category D. The TAs came from different disciplinary backgrounds (e.g., ecology, evolutionary biology, natural resources, entomology), and both undergraduate and graduate TAs were used for this assessment. The variability in general ability to assess questions based on these differences among TAs could have contributed to the apparent challenges in category placement we observed, particularly in the questions that contained higher-complexity and novel situations. We used an anonymous, Scantron-based question validation procedure and did not ask TAs to self-identify as undergraduate or graduate, though this would be an important component of follow-up studies. Nonetheless, while it would be optimal for agreement percentages to be higher, this study was the first of its kind, and we feel these presented data represent a logical baseline to which other courses or assessments can be compared.

In conclusion, this study illustrates how summative assessments are useful tools for direct evaluation of course learning objectives and for evaluating student performance with novel and more complex problems. Using a $2 \times 2$ factorial question design in which combinations of novelty and complexity were represented, we discovered that the interaction of these two variables explained variability in student scores on a final exam. Specifically, we found that progressing to questions of a higher complexity reduced student performance to a greater extent than moving to questions of novel subject matter. Returning to the research questions posed earlier in the context of the current course (How can we determine whether the goal of application of course content in diverse ways is met in introductory biology courses?, Which elements of application of course content are most challenging for students?), our data indicate that there was better student performance in demonstrating application of course content to novel situations than skills that allow students to progress to incrementally more complex situations. We show here that increasing the complexity of questions poses a significant challenge to students in introductory biology. Students may require additional cues or learning strategies to make incremental cognitive steps with more complex questions, while novel situations may pose a less challenging lateral step. We propose that scaffolded questions that gradually increase in complexity should be integrated into activities in introductory biology courses to enable students to apply learned material to increasingly complex situations they are likely to encounter in their academic careers.
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